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QUESTION 1

Which statement is true regarding Autonomous Transaction Processing (ATP)? 

A. A database name cannot be used concurrently for both an Autonomous Data Warehouse (ADW) and an ATP
database 

B. After terminating a database, the database name is available for immediate reuse 

C. A maximum of 8 cores can be enabled for an ATP database 

D. A maximum of 2 TB of storage can be enabled for an ATP database 

Correct Answer: A 

Reference: https://docs.cloud.oracle.com/iaas/Content/Database/Tasks/adwcreating.htm (See note) 

 

QUESTION 2

You are running your warehouse using Autonomous Data Warehouse (ADW) service and you noticed that a newly
configured batch job is always running in serial even through nothing else is running in the database. All your jobs are
configured to run with parallelism enabled. 

What could be the reason for this batch job to run in serial? 

A. The batch job depends on only one table and parallelism cannot be enabled on single-table queries. 

B. The parallelism of batch job depends on the number of ADW databases involved in the query. 

C. The new batch job is connected to LOW consumer group. 

D. The new batch job runs on database tables that are not enable for parallel execution. 

E. Parallelism on the database is controlled by the application, not the database. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

What is the default backup location for database backup on Database Cloud Service (DBCS)? 

A. Object Storage on Oracle Cloud Infrastructure 

B. ASM diskgroup 

C. block volume 

D. locally attached NVMe on Virtual Machine 

Correct Answer: A 
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Reference: https://docs.oracle.com/en/cloud/paas/database-dbaas-cloud/csdbi/backing.html 

 

QUESTION 4

Which three can you achieve by using Terraform? (Choose three.) 

A. Create resources in the right order without regard to the order in the terraform plan file. 

B. Automatically re-provision the resources that are tainted or whose configuration has changed. 

C. Automatically translate a deployed infrastructure and create a plan. 

D. Automatically destroy all the resources that are in tenancy. 

E. Continuously maintain the configuration files in an instance. 

Correct Answer: ABD 

 

QUESTION 5

You are an administrator with an application running on OCI. The company has a fleet of OCI compute virtual instances
behind an OCI Load Balancer. The OCI Load Balancer Backend Set health check API is providing a `Critical\\' level
warning. You have confirmed that your application is running healthy on the backend servers. 

What is the possible reason for this `Critical\\' warning? 

A. A user does not have correct IAM credentials on the Backend Servers. 

B. The Backend Server VCN\\'s Route Table does not include the route for OCI LB. 

C. OCI Load Balancer Listener is not configured correctly. 

D. The Backend Server VCN\\'s Security List does not include the IP range for the source of the health check requests. 

Correct Answer: D 

Reference: https://docs.cloud.oracle.com/iaas/Content/Balance/Tasks/editinghealthcheck.htm 
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